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ABSTRACT
This study investigates the impact of the tropopause temperature on the intensity of idealized tropical
cyclones (TCs) superimposed on background states of radiative–convective equilibrium (RCE) in a three-
dimensional (3D) mesoscale model. Simulations are performed with constant sea surface temperature and an
isothermal stratosphere with constant tropopause temperature. The potential intensity (PI) computed from
the thermodynamic profiles of theRCE state (before the TCs are superimposed on it) increases by 0.4–1m s21
for each 1 K of tropopause temperature reduction. The 3D TC experiments yield intense tropical cyclones
whose intensities exceed the PI value substantially. It is further shown that the discrepancy may be largely
explained by the supergradient wind in the 3D simulations. The intensities of these 3D TCs increase by
;0.4m s21 per 1 K of cooling in the tropopause temperature in RCE, on the low end of the PI dependence on
the tropopause temperature. Sensitivity experiments with a larger horizontal grid spacing of 8 kmproduce less
intense TCs, as expected, but similar dependence (;20.5m s21K21) on tropopause temperature. Equilib-
rium TC solutions are further obtained in 200-day experiments with different values of constant stratospheric
temperature. Similar relationships between TC intensity and tropopause temperature are also found in these
equilibrium TC solutions.
1. Introduction
The cooling trend in the tropical lower stratosphere is
one of the most dramatic climate change signals in the
recent climate record (Randel et al. 2009; Emanuel et al.
2013; Vecchi et al. 2013). Recent studies (Emanuel 2010;
Emanuel et al. 2013; Vecchi et al. 2013) have shown
evidence that this stratospheric temperature trend near
the tropopause may have influenced tropical cyclone
(TC) activity in the tropical North Atlantic basin. These
recent results provide motivation to study the influence
of thermodynamic conditions in the upper troposphere
and lower stratosphere on TCs in more detail.
Potential intensity theory (Emanuel 1987) models
TCs as heat engines, operating between the warm ocean
and the cold tropopause and converting thermal energy
to mechanical energy. Variations in the sea surface
temperature (SST) have received much attention in the
literature (e.g., Vecchi and Soden 2007; Ramsay and
Sobel 2011). The effect of temperature near the tropo-
pause has been less thoroughly studied. It is often as-
sumed that the TC outflow temperature is directly set
by the ambient tropopause temperature via gravity
wave adjustment. Recent developments in TC theory
(Emanuel and Rotunno 2011; Emanuel 2012), however,
suggest that this conventional view of the TC outflow is
incomplete. These authors hypothesized that the criticality
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of the Richardson number Ri in the outflow imposes a
strong constraint on the stratification of the outflow tem-
perature, which sets the radial distribution of the wind
speed through moist adjustment.
Emanuel (2010) and Emanuel et al. (2013) provided
observational evidence that temperature variations in
the stratosphere have contributed to the interannual
variability of the TC potential intensity in the last
30 years. Yet, because of well-known observational is-
sues, tropical temperatures in the upper troposphere
and lower stratosphere in the reanalysis datasets [e.g.,
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Fore-
casts (ECMWF) Re-Analysis (ERA) and National Cen-
ters for Environmental Prediction–National Center for
Atmospheric Research (NCEP–NCAR) Global Re-
analysis 1 (NCEP-1; Kalnay et al. 1996)] are uncertain
(Vecchi et al. 2013). Perhaps equally importantly, the
impact of temperature at these levels on TC intensity is
difficult to assess from observations.
Another line of evidence for the importance of the
tropopause temperature comes from global climate
models (Vecchi et al. 2013) that can faithfully simulate
interannual variability of TC activity (Zhao et al. 2009;
Zhao and Held 2012) as well as regional downscaling
systems designed for similar objectives (Knutson et al.
2008; Hill and Lackmann 2011). Vecchi et al. (2013) also
showed that the North Atlantic TC activity simulated by
a high-resolution climate model and a regional TC down-
scaling system is modulated by changes in temperature in
the upper troposphere/lower stratosphere (UT/LS)
region, although the effect is much weaker than in
Emanuel’s studies (Emanuel 2010; Emanuel et al. 2013).
Several axisymmetric modeling studies have docu-
mented the effect of the outflow temperature on simu-
lated TC intensity (Rotunno and Emanuel 1987;Mrowiec
et al. 2011; Emanuel and Rotunno 2011; Ramsay 2013;
Chavas andEmanuel 2014). Ramsay (2013) compared the
effect of the tropopause temperature to SST in an ideal-
ized axisymmetric model and found that 1-K warming in
SST can change the potential intensity (PI) by 2ms21
while a 1-K decrease in the tropopause temperature in-
creases PI by 1ms21. Because theUT/LS temperature has
larger natural variability than SST at seasonal, interannual,
and decadal time scales, and the latter is ultimately limited
by the thermal inertia of the ocean, this suggests that, as
also noted inEmanuel (2010), the tropopause temperature
may have played a more important role than SST in the
recent interannual variability of TC activity.
While much about TC–environment interaction has
been learned using axisymmetric models (e.g., Ooyama
1969; Rotunno and Emanuel 1987; Craig and Gray 1996;
Persing and Montgomery 2003; Hausman et al. 2006;
Bryan and Rotunno 2009a,b; Mrowiec et al. 2011; Hakim
2011; Emanuel and Rotonno 2011; Chavas and Emanuel
2014), several recent studies (e.g., Yang et al. 2007;
Persing et al. 2013) have demonstrated that ignoring
asymmetric dynamics may lead to biased estimates of
TC intensity, suggesting that explicitly resolved three-
dimensional (3D) TC structure and convective eddies
may be important for studying TC–environment in-
teraction. In this work, we use a 3D, full-physics meso-
scale model to 1) examine the effect of the tropopause
temperature on hurricane intensity and 2) further com-
pare the predictions of potential intensity theory to the
results of 3D modeling experiments.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
contains a description of the numerical experiments,
followed by the results of transient TC solutions in
section 3 and equilibrium TC solutions in section 4.
Section 5 summarizes the results.
2. Experiment design
We perform numerical simulations of idealized trop-
ical cyclones developed from a finite amplitude vortex.
The initial vortex is the same as that specified in Rotunno
andEmanuel (1987). This is an idealizedmoist warm core
vortex in gradient and hydrostatic balance, with the max-
imum wind speed at the surface. The warm-core structure
differs from the observed cold cores typically found during
early phases of TC genesis (Bister and Emanuel 1997;
Raymond et al. 2007). Because of this, the subsequent
development of the initial vortex does not represent the
transition from the cold to warm core, as in some other
studies (e.g., Montgomery et al. 2006; Rappin et al. 2010).
Nevertheless, this warm-core vortex initialization suffices
for our purpose, since the present study focuses on the
intensity of the mature TC.
The environment intowhich theTC vortex is introduced
has a horizontal mean taken from a radiative–convective
equilibrium (RCE) simulation in a small domain, similar to
the procedure in Nolan et al. (2007). The RCE soundings
do not represent any specific region of the real atmosphere
of Earth or any tropical ocean basin. A distinct advantage
of using an RCE sounding is that the environment is al-
ready close to equilibrated before the TC is introduced.
While the presence of the TC itself can change the mean
state, the effect of any initial shock from disequilibrium in
the environment itself (apart from the TC’s own influence)
on the TC solution is small. This is desirable in a study of
the influence of the environment on TC intensity.
The Advanced Research Weather Research and Fore-
casting (WRF)Model, version 3.0 (Skamarock et al. 2008),
is used for this study. The radiation package is replaced by
a Newtonian cooling scheme (Pauluis and Garner 2006;
Wang and Sobel 2011):











With this simple treatment of radiation, the troposphere
is cooled at a constant rate of 1.2Kday21, which is close
to the observed climatology of net radiative cooling, and
stratospheric temperature is relaxed to a constant To.
Hence, the stratosphere is isothermal and the tropo-
pause temperature is approximately To. The parameter
To is used as the control for the numerical experiments
in this study. The 6-K increment in Eq. (1) is included to
make the heating rate continuous across the tropopause.
The RCE is computed on a doubly periodic numerical
domain of 2003 2003 26 km3 at horizontal grid spacing
Dx 5 4 km with a given a SST and To. The Coriolis
parameter f5 0.53 1024 s21. Using the RCE solution to
define the initial state, we then perform two types of
TC simulations: short-term (;10 days) simulations de-
signed to identify the peak TC intensity obtained in
a given environment and long-term (;200 days) ones to
obtain equilibrium TC solutions. Table 1 summarizes all
the numerical experiments. Two computational domains
are used in the transient TC integrations: a large one
(60003 60003 26km3), withDx5 12km; and a smaller
one (12003 12003 26km3) in themiddle of the large one,
withDx5 4km.Doubly periodic boundary conditions are
adopted for the outer domain. We use 50 vertical levels
with stretched vertical-level spacing. The computational
domain in the equilibrium TC integrations uses only one
grid (3200 3 3200 3 26km3) with Dx 5 8km. The nom-
inal model top of all numerical grids is set to 26km.
We vary the tropopause temperature To in Eq. (1)
from 195 to 215K in increments of 5K. This range is
larger than that derived from either theNCEP-1 or 40-yr
ECMWF Re-Analysis (ERA-40) datasets from the late
1970s to 2002, but it is intended to bracket the obser-
vationally derived range. The mean soundings from the
RCE integrations with these To values and SST set to
288C are shown in Fig. 1. The largest difference in
temperature among these soundings occurs at the tro-
popause level and the stratosphere, and the difference
becomes smaller in the lower troposphere for both
temperature and humidity.
Besides the simple treatment of radiative cooling, the
following physics schemes are used for both the small-
domain RCE and large-domain TC integrations. Bound-
ary layer turbulence and vertical transport by subgrid
eddies are parameterized using the Yonsei University
(YSU) scheme (Hong et al. 2006); horizontal transport
by subgrid eddies is treated using the Smagorinsky first-
order closure; the surface moisture and heat fluxes are
parameterized following theMonin–Obukhov similarity
theory, together with the Charnock relationship for the
surface roughness; and the Purdue–Lin scheme is used
for cloud microphysics (Lin et al. 1983; Chen and Sun
2002). The horizontal and vertical advection schemes
are fifth- and third-order accurate, respectively. Mois-
ture and condensate are advected using a positive defi-
nite scheme. We use the implicit damping scheme to
suppress unphysical reflection of vertically propagating
gravity waves in the top 5km of the numerical grid
TABLE 1. Three-dimensional RCE and TC experiments.
RCE To5 185, 190, . . . , 225K; SST5 288C;
Dx 5 4 km
To 5 195, 200, 205, 210, 215K;
SST 5 268 and 308C; Dx 5 4 km
To 5 195, 200, 205, 210, 215K;
SST 5 288C; Dx 5 8 km
Small domain (200 km)
Transient TC To 5 195, 200, 205, 210, 215K;
SST 5 268, 288, and 308C;
Dx 5 4 km
To 5 195, 200, 205, 210, 215K;
SST 5 288C; Dx 5 8 km
Two nest grids: 6000 km for the outer
domain and 1200km for the inner
domain
Equilibrium TC To 5 195, 200, 205, 210, 215K;
SST 5 288C; Dx 5 8 km
Single domain (3000 km)
FIG. 1. SkewT–logp diagramof theRCE soundings with five values
of To (195, 200, 205, 210, and 215K) at SST 5 288C.
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(Klemp et al. 2008). We adopted these physical schemes
partly because we have found that both domain-averaged
moisture and moist static energy are better conserved
with these particular parameterization choices than with
others (not shown). Convective parameterization is not
used in any numerical experiment in this study.
The following paragraph contains some technical de-
tails that have significant implications for our TC in-
tegrations, but may be skipped for uninterested readers.
The YSU boundary layer scheme parameterizes not
only boundary layer eddies but also free-tropospheric
turbulent eddies, including turbulence onset near the TC
outflow regions. Prior studies by Nolan et al. (2009a,b)
and Kepert (2012) showed that this scheme works rea-
sonably well in the hurricane boundary layer despite its
simplicity. Vertical eddy viscosities above the entrain-
ment zone overlaying the mixed layer have a specified
dependence on stability and mixing length. The latter
varies with height, approaching 30m in the free tropo-
sphere. Horizontal subgrid-scale eddy viscosity is a func-
tion of two environmental parameters: horizontal mixing
length andflowdeformation. The horizontal eddy viscosity
coefficient is written as Kh 5 [Cs(Dx)]
2S, where S is flow
deformation and Cs is a constant (0.25). Thus, the hori-
zontal mixing length is resolution-dependent lh5 Cs(Dx),
and lh is 1 km in theDx5 4km integration and 2km in the
Dx 5 8km integration. Bryan and Rotunno (2009a,b)
have examined the importance of lh for the TC intensity
in axisymmetric models and have shown that asymme-
tries and turbulent eddies parameterized by mixing
length may smooth out the frontal structure near the
eyewall region, thus reducing the TC intensity. The
vertical eddy viscosity in the free troposphere is a func-
tion of the vertical mixing length ly (30m), the stability
function, and vertical wind shear. Onset of turbulence
occurs when the local gradient Richardson number be-
comes negative. Dissipative heating is not included in
this study. Tests with the dissipative heating effect
(Bister and Emanuel 1998; Zhang and Altshuler 1999)
reveal insignificant changes in the TC intensity in our
model. While Bister and Emanuel (1998) and other
subsequent numerical studies have suggested that the
dissipation of kinetic energy at the air–sea interface
through molecular diffusion may boost the TC intensity,
a recent observational study by Zhang (2010) suggested
that the effect of dissipative heating may be smaller by
a factor of 3 than the formulation in Bister and Emanuel
(1998). We do not pursue this issue further in this study.
Because of their highly axisymmetric structure, TCs
are most conveniently studied in cylindrical coordinates.
We use the following procedures to convert the 3D
model fields from the Cartesian to cylindrical coor-
dinates: 1) find the maximum and minimum values of
surface pressure and calculate contours of surface
pressure whose values lie within 30% and 70% of the
range of the surface pressure, 2) fit each of the contours
of surface pressure to an ellipse using least squares and
use the geometric center of these ellipses as the origin
of the cylindrical coordinates, and 3) interpolate 3D
fields from Cartesian to cylindrical coordinates. This
method yields higher maximum axisymmetric wind
speeds by as much as 30% compared to alternative
methods using either minimum sea level pressure or
maximum vorticity as the origin, which may reduce
maximum azimuthal wind speed due to aliasing of low-
wavenumber features.
3. Results
a. PI from RCE
The PI expressed as the maximum wind speed V






(k*2 k) , (2)
where Ck and Cd are the heat exchange and the drag
coefficient, respectively; To is outflow temperature [this
differs from To, which is the relaxation constant in Eq.
(1), and the approximate temperature of the idealized
isothermal stratosphere]; T s is sea surface temperature;
k* is the ocean surface enthalpy; and k is the near-
surface air enthalpy. This expression states that PI
should be a nonlinear function of the outflow tempera-
ture. A more accurate expression for PI (Bister and
Emanuel 2002), derived from energy balance within
a control volume along the angular momentum surface
at the radius of maximum wind (RMW) is used in
Emanuel and Bister’s (2002) PI code to compute PI










where CAPE is the convective available potential en-
ergy of a near-surface air parcel in the environmental
sounding, while CAPE* is the same quantity except for a
saturated air parcel lifted from sea surface at the RMW.
The outflow temperature is the temperature at the level
of neutral buoyancy for the rising parcel. Both CAPE
and To depend on specific thermodynamic assumptions.
Uncertainties in several parameters may change the
estimate of PI and its dependence on environmental
parameters: the value of Ck/Cd, the thermodynamic as-
sumptions used to compute CAPE, and the use of dis-
sipative heating.
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Figure 2 shows that the PI values computed from the
RCE soundings vary approximately linearly as a func-
tion of outflow temperature To, at least in the limited
range of To studied. The outflow temperature (the x
axis) obtained fromEmanuel’s PI code corresponds well
to To in Eq. (1).
We use two different values of Ck/Cd, 0.5 and 0.9,
in the PI code for Figs. 2a and 2b, respectively. In our
3D WRF integrations, Ck and Cd are computed inter-
actively within the model using the Charnock relation in
the surface layer parameterization. The computed ratio
is ;0.9 far from the radius of maximum wind and ;0.4
near RMW. The lower value, 0.4, is yet smaller than the
lower bound obtained from observation-based estimates
(0.5–0.7) in several recent studies (Black et al. 2007;
Haus et al. 2010; Bell et al. 2012; Zhang 2010). Strictly,
the derivation of PI is consistent with the use of the value
at the RMW, rather than the (here much larger) envi-
ronmental value. However, in many applications—such
as the computation of PI from large-scale observational
datasets in situations where no TC exists—it is common
to use environmental values. Here, we find that the ac-
tual values from the RMW give PI values that signifi-
cantly underestimate the actual peak TC intensities
produced by the model, while the environmental values
give much better agreement with the simulated TC
intensities.
We also consider three choices that differ from the
default settings in the PI code. First, the effect of dissi-
pative heating is switched off, because it is not used in our
numerical WRF experiments. Second, pseudoadiabatic
rather than reversible adiabatic thermodynamics is used
in the computations of CAPE and outflow temperature.
The former is more appropriate in the context of the PI
theory, as discussed in Bryan and Rotunno (2009a). Fi-
nally, the reduction factor of surfacemaximumwind is set
to 1 instead of the default value of 0.7, since we compare
directly to the maximum wind speed above the boundary
layer.
Varying these PI parameters yields different PI esti-
mates and, consequently, different relationships between
PI and outflow temperature in theRCE soundings. Table 2
summarizes the slope from the linear regression between
the PI values and To for all the RCE soundings, as we
use three values of Ck/Cd (0.5, 0.7, and 0.9), either
pseudoadiabatic or reversible thermodynamics, and ei-
ther dissipative heating or no dissipative heating. The PI
value computed from an RCE sounding with SST 5
288C and To 5 205K is also shown in parentheses in
Table 2. Because of uncertainties in several adjustable
parameters in the formulation of the PI code as dis-
cussed above, the estimated PI dependence on the out-
flow temperature varies considerably. For example,
using reversible thermodynamics and dissipative heat-
ing yields a ;1m s21 increase of PI with 1K cooling at
the tropopause. Thus, for this plausible set of parame-
ters, we estimate a range of PI dependence on the tro-
popause temperature between 21 and 20.4m s21K21.
We will show that the dependence of the model-
simulated actual TC intensity on the tropopause tem-
perature from the 3D experiments of TCs is on the lower
end of this estimate.
FIG. 2. PI as a function of To computed from Emanuel’s PI code. Blue squares denote those from 4-km small-
domain RCE integrations with SST5 268, 288, and 308C; black squares denote those from 8-km small-domain RCE
integrations with SST 5 288C. Boldface crosses indicate results from the RCE sounding with SST 5 288C and
To 5 205K.
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The above discussion of PI uses the 49 levels of the
RCE soundings at which thermodynamic variables are
defined. This differs from typical applications of PI in
diagnosing climate models, which typically use about
13 pressure levels. We have computed PI at the standard
pressure levels and found that the absolute PI values
increase less than 5m s21, but the slope remains very
similar (not shown). Thus, our PI computation is not
sensitive to the number of vertical levels.
So far, the discussion has been centered on the PI code
calculations for the estimate of TC intensity and its de-
pendence on the outflow temperature. Rather than us-
ing the PI code itself, one can also derive a bulk estimate
of the PI dependence on the outflow temperature without
complications of estimating Ck/Cd or making the ther-
modynamic assumptions in the PI code (K. A. Emanuel
2014, personal communication). Taking partial derivative
of Eq. (2) with respect to To while holding other pa-







The values of these variables in Eq. (4) can be estimated
as T s5 300K, To5 200K, and V; 80m s21 (this is the
maximum gradient wind in the experiment with SST 5
288C and To 5 205K; see the discussion below). This
gives ;20.6m s21K21. If the effect of dissipative heat-
ing is suppressed by a factor To/T s on the right-hand








Using the above estimated values again gives
;20.4m s21K21. Thus, the effect of dissipative heating
increases the sensitivity of PI to the outflow temperature
slightly. While Eqs. (4) and (5) are useful for giving bulk
estimate, it is also important to bear in mind that they
cannot replace the PI code since they require a prior
knowledge of the maximum wind speed, which we ob-
tained from the 3D simulations. If the PI code is used to
estimate V, it is again subject to uncertainties in several
key parameters that are not well constrained by existing
observations.
b. TC in an RCE environment
1) STRUCTURE OF SIMULATED TCS
In this section, we focus on the temporal and spatial
structure of the TCs simulated in the RCE environment
using the WRF Model. Figure 3 shows the time–radius
plot of tangential wind speed and vertical velocity of the
TC simulated with SST 5 288C and To 5 205K. The
tangential wind shows that the TC spins up and reaches
over 95m s21 after day 3.75, maintains its peak intensity
for 1–1.5 days, and decays after day 5. The peak intensity
of this transient TC solution greatly exceeds the theo-
retical maximum wind speed calculated from the PI
code, ;59m s21, if Ck/Cd 5 ;0.5 at RMW is used, and
even significantly exceeds the value of ;80m s21 ob-
tained if the environmental value, Ck/Cd 5 ;0.9 is used
(see Fig. 2, Table 2).
Figure 4 displays the azimuthally averaged structure
of this TC at its peak intensity. The temperature anom-
alies maximize in the upper troposphere around 12km,
while cold temperature anomalies due to evaporation
and melting are found near the surface between the
25- and 50-km radii. Positive moisture anomalies appear
near theRMWbecause ofmoisture transport by the strong
vertical motion (Fig. 4b). Negative moisture anomalies are
seen in the lower free troposphere 150km away from the
center, primarily due to advective drying by the de-
scending branch of the secondary flow. Boundary layer
inflow (Fig. 4d) reaches 35m s21 and outflow in the up-
per troposphere reaches over 25m s21. A secondary
outflow just above the boundary layer but below the
melting layer is evident near the RMW. The azimuthal-
mean vertical velocity reaches;6m s21 near the RMW,
indicating intense convective activity.
Emanuel and Rotunno (2011) showed that the
Richardson number reaches a critical value in the out-
flow region, where the flow is marginally stable; moist
neutrality further ensures that this criticality in the up-
per layer is communicated to the lower levels and sets
the radial distribution of the azimuthal wind. Figure 4e
TABLE 2. Dependence of PI on the outflow temperature with different of choices of thermodynamics, Ck/Cd, and dissipative heating,
computed from the small-domain RCE soundings. The number in parentheses is the PI value for the case SST 5 288C and To 5 205K.
Units for the two numbers are m s21K21 and m s21, respectively. Boldface values are the cases in Fig. 2.
Reversible thermodynamics Pseudoadiabatic thermodynamics
Ck/Cd Dissipative heating off Dissipative heating on Dissipative heating off Dissipative heating on
0.5 20.41 (54) 20.67 (66) 20.43 (59) 20.73 (72)
0.7 20.49 (64) 20.82 (78) 20.53 (70) 20.91 (86)
0.9 20.57 (73) 20.96 (89) 20.62 (80) 21.07 (99)
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z), where uz and yz are the vertical
wind shear of horizontal winds u and y, respectively; and
Nm is the moist Brunt–Väisälä frequency. Note that the
spatial structure of Ri discussed below remains robust if
Ri is computed using 3Dmodel output first and averaged
in the azimuthal direction later. Ri is less than zero over
large regions below 7 km because the moist atmosphere
is conditionally unstable.
We now focus on Ri in the upper troposphere, where
Ri is less than one in three distinct layers with strong
wind shear: immediately above the outflow jet (;14 km)
and below the tropopause, below the outflow jet (;12km),
and below the return inflow (;9–10 km). These three
layers extend from 50 km to more than 250 km in radius.
The value of Ri is even closer to zero in the region be-
tween 50- and 100-km radii and 9 and 11 km in height.
The small value of Ri in this area indicates the onset
of moist turbulence, which is parameterized in the nu-
merical model. This region of near-zero Ri is in good
agreement with Emanuel and Rotunno (2011, their
Fig. 6a). The low Richardson number agrees with the
observational study byMolinari et al. (2014), who found
low Ri using a large collection of the dropsondes.
The maximum azimuthal wind, ;99m s21, is located
at the top of the boundary layer (the black curves in
Figs. 4c,d) at ;1.3 km. The boundary layer height is di-
agnosed in the YSU boundary scheme as the level at
which the bulk Richardson number reaches its critical
value. In the simulations, it covaries with the inflow depth
in the radial direction. This differs from the boundary
layer of a theoretical dry vortex, which decreases mono-
tonically from the far field to the TC eye (Kepert 2001;
Smith and Vogl 2008). The boundary layer height in
Fig. 4d also differs from the recent observational study in
Zhang et al. (2011). We speculate that this discrepancy
may be due to the fact that 1) the effect of moisture is not
considered in the theoretical dry vortex and 2) the ob-
served TCs are rarely as strong as those simulated in our
numerical study.
2) SIMULATED TC INTENSITY AND POTENTIAL
INTENSITY
PI theory (Emanuel 1987) plays an important role in
studies of the hurricane–climate connection. It has been
tested, to some extent, against observations (Emanuel
2000;Wing et al. 2007; Kossin and Camargo 2009) and in
several numerical studies (e.g., Nolan et al. 2007; Bryan
and Rotunno 2009a). It is now well accepted that PI
theory offers a reasonable upper bound on balanced
axisymmetric TCs in a steady state. On the other hand,
several authors have shown that this upper bound may
be regulated by a few factors not considered in the
theory: turbulent diffusion in the radial direction
(Rotunno and Bryan 2012), supergradient wind (Bryan
and Rotunno 2009a), intrusion of low-entropy air
FIG. 3. Time–radius diagramof (a) tangential wind speed (m s21) and (b) vertical velocity (m s21) at the level ofmax
wind speed (;1.3 km) from the TC integration with SST 5 288C and To 5 205K.
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associated with wind shear (Tang and Emanuel 2010,
2012), the highly unbalanced flow in the hurricane
boundary layer (Smith et al. 2008; Smith andMontgomery
2010), lateral energy transport (Wang and Xu 2010), and
cooling of the upper ocean by TC-induced mixing (Lin
et al. 2013). However, a more complete theory relat-
ing only environmental fields to TC intensity does not
exist yet.
In the axisymmetric framework, values of maximum
azimuthal-mean wind speed Vmax larger than those pre-
dicted by PI theory have been found in several modeling
studies (Persing and Montgomery 2003; Hausman et al.
2006; Yang et al. 2007; Bryan and Rotunno 2009b).
Bryan and Rotunno (2009a) attributed this large differ-
ence between the PI value and the simulatedVmax froman
axisymmetric model partly to gradient flow imbalance—
the azimuthal flow at eyewall is highly supergradient—
and partly to the turbulent length scale. Comparisons
between PI and the results from 3D models have not
been made as systematically as have those with axi-
symmetric models. In idealized numerical experiments
of TCs starting fromRCE, Nolan et al. (2007) found that
TC intensities reached about 70% of the PI. We have
tested different domain sizes; our results suggest the
possibility that the small domain (1200 km) used by
Nolan et al. (2007) may constrain the intensity of the
FIG. 4. Axisymmetric structure of the simulatedTC
with SST 5 288C and To 5 205K. (a) Temperature
anomalies with respect to the RCE sounding;
(b) moisture anomalies; (c) tangential wind speed
(shaded) and boundary layer height (black solid);
(d) radial wind (contour interval5 10m s21; positive:
solid; negative: dashed), vertical wind (shaded), and
boundary layer height (black solid); (e) Ri (shaded)
and radial wind (contour interval 5 10m s21)
with min value reaching;235m s21 in the boundary
layer.
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TCs. As we increase our domain size, TC intensity in-
creases dramatically even though the environmental
soundings are kept the same (see details in the appendix).
Consistent with this, Yang et al. (2007) showed in both
2D and 3D numerical experiments maximum wind
speeds exceeding PI by more than 20m s21. Wang and
Xu (2010) found that maximum azimuthally averaged
wind from a 3D integration may be about 25%–40%
stronger than PI. They suggested that lateral energy
transport contributes significantly to local energy bal-
ance in the eyewall and that the local energy balance
may be of limited use.
Since the PI theory assumes gradient wind balance, we
now discuss the gradient wind speed Vg and flow im-
balance in our 3D numerical experiments. We compute









where r is the radius, p is the pressure, r is the density,
and f is the Coriolis parameter. Figure 5 shows the radial
distribution of both simulated tangential wind and gra-
dient windVg averaged from days 3.75 to 5, at the height
of the maximum wind speed (;1.3 km). In contrast to
Vmax, the maximum value ofVg is;85m s
21 and located
at approximately 50 km, while Vg is ;75m s
21 at the
RMW (as defined by the actual wind). This indicates
that supergradient effects are largely responsible for the
discrepancies between PI and Vmax, which is close to PI
(;80m s21; see Fig. 2b, Table 2), if we use the envi-
ronmental value of Ck/Cd ; 0.9.
One can further assess the momentum balance in the
radial direction. In a quasi-steady state, the equation for
the radial momentum in an inviscid flow may be written



















where u, y, and w are radial, azimuthal, and vertical
winds, respectively, and the overbars denote azimuthal
and temporal averages. Each term in Eq. (7) is evaluated
using the model output at 1.3 km. Figure 5b shows that
the right-hand side of Eq. (7), a measure of the degree of
departure from gradient wind balance, is;0.18m s22 at
RMW and is largely balanced by the momentum trans-
port of the vertical advection (;0.15m s22). The gradi-
ent wind imbalance might be incorporated in the PI
theory, as discussed in Bryan and Rotunno (2009a), who
find that the PI theory with this modification is useful for
explaining the difference between PI and the axisym-
metric model-simulated maximum azimuthal wind
speed. Nevertheless, this appears to be insufficient for
explaining the difference in the gradient wind between
the 3D experiments and PI. Possible reasons for this
might be that these TCs are not truly in steady state and/
or turbulentmomentummixing is not taken into account
in Eq. (7).
FIG. 5. (a) Azimuthally averaged tangential wind utan and tan-
gential gradient wind ug. (b) Various terms in Eq. (7) for the radial
momentum.
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3) TC INTENSITY AS A FUNCTION OF TO
Wenow turn to the impact ofTo on the intensity of the
TCs. Figure 6 shows the low-level maximum tangential
wind speed, upper-level radial wind, and Richardson
number averaged from days 3.75 to 5 for three experi-
ments: To 5 195, 205, and 215K at SST 5 288C. These
plots show that the colder tropopause and stratosphere
does not alter the TC structure in these experiments. TC
intensitymeasured as themaximum tangential wind speed
increases from less than 95ms21 with To5 215K tomore
than 100ms21 with To5 195K, and area coverage by the
90 m s21 contour in the radial–height plane increases
substantially. As To is decreased from 215 to 195K, the
outflow jet shifts upward, since the tropopause rises in the
RCE soundings (Fig. 1); the outflow jets strengthen
slightly and their spatial structure remains the same.
Figure 7 shows the time series of the minimum sea
level pressure and the maximum azimuthal-mean wind
for the experiments with different values of To, from 195
to 215K. The minimum sea level pressure is lowest
around day 4 and persists for about 1–1.5 days, in the
range 885–910 hPa for all the experiments during this
period, and increases afterward as the TCs weaken. The
FIG. 6. (left) Tangential wind (contour interval 5 5m s21; 60 and 90m s21 are thick) and (right) radial wind
(contour interval5 5m s21 with the zero contour suppressed) withRi (shaded) averaged from days 3.75 to 5 for three
3D experiments at SST 5 288C: (a),(b) To 5 215; (c),(d) To 5 205; and (e),(f) To 5 195K.
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intensities of these transient TC solutions, as mea-
sured by minimum sea level pressure, increase with
decreasing tropopause temperature, by ;1 hPa per 1 K
of cooling.
The time series of themaximum azimuthal wind speed
(Fig. 7b) show maximum values from 95 to 102m s21,
reached between days 3.75 and 5. Unlike the minimum
sea level pressure, the azimuthal wind is subject to ali-
asing error in the conversion from Cartesian to cylin-
drical coordinates. Figure 8 shows the maximum
azimuthal wind versus To for all the experiments with
4-km horizontal grid spacing over three different values
of SST: 268, 288, and 308C. The impact of the tropopause
temperature on the TC at each SST is evident. Taking
all these experiments together, linear regression yields
a 0.46ms21 increase of maximum azimuthal wind for ev-
ery degree cooling at the tropopause. The 95% confidence
interval of the estimated slope from the Student’s t test is
from 20.72 to 20.20 (computed using the MATLAB
function ‘‘fit’’). The maximum gradient wind, as discussed
previously, is weaker, ;70% of the maximum azimuthal
wind in all the experiments. Figure 8b shows that the peak
gradient wind from each experiment scales similarly to the
actual wind with To.
4) SENSITIVITY TO RESOLUTION
In this section, we examine the sensitivity of our TC
solutions, including TC intensity and its dependence on
the tropopause temperature, to horizontal resolution. In
this set of experiments, we use 8-km horizontal grid
spacing in the inner domain and 24 km in the outer do-
main, while keeping the same domain size and physical
parameterization schemes. The environmental soundings
are generated from RCE integrations at Dx 5 8km,
which yields similar PI–To slope,;20.4m s
21K21 (black
squares in Fig. 2).
FIG. 7. Time series of (a) min sea level pressure (hPa; every 6 h)
and (b) max tangential wind speed (m s21; every 6 h) at SST5 288C
for five different values of To (195, 200, 205, 210, and 215K). A
three-point smoothing is applied for all the time series.
FIG. 8. Time-averaged (a) max tangential wind and (b) max
gradient wind using 6-hourly model output from days 3.75 to 5.
Squares denote SST 5 268C, circles denote SST 5 288C, and as-
terisks denote SST 5 308C. The 95% confidence interval of the
estimated slope is from20.72 to20.20 for the max tangential wind
in (a) and from 20.74 to 20.14 for the max gradient wind in (b).
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As the grid spacing increases from 4 to 8 km, TC in-
tensity decreases, as expected, because the frontal struc-
ture at RMW is more diffuse at lower resolution. For
example, the maximum wind speed at To 5 200K de-
creases from 105ms21 with Dx 5 4km to 90ms21 with
Dx 5 8km and SST 5 288C. Figure 9 shows simulated
maximum azimuthally averaged wind speed as a function
of To. The slope between hurricane intensity and To in-
creases slightly to ;20.5ms21K21 with the 95% confi-
dence interval from 20.59 to 20.4.
4. TCs in statistical equilibrium
In this section, we examine TC intensity in equilib-
rium states. We perform five convective-permitting
experiments with the same range of values for the tro-
popause temperature To: 195, 200, 205, 210, and 215K.
To reduce computation cost, we use a smaller domain
size (3200 km) with doubly periodic lateral boundary
conditions andDx5 8 km, but we keep the same physics
and the number of vertical levels as in the previous ex-
periments. Using lower horizontal resolution of 8 km
may be justified by the fact that the model still produces
a similar relation between the tropopause temperature
and TC intensity as that obtained with Dx 5 4 km, al-
though the simulated TC intensities overall are reduced.
We do not use the nesting technique in these long in-
tegrations. The model is integrated for 200 days to ob-
tain adequate statistics of TC intensity in the equilibrium
state. In RCE, some aspects of the model solutions are
well constrained; for example, the time- and domain-
averaged rainfall equals the evaporation, as required by
the equilibrium water vapor budget, and the vertically
integrated radiative cooling is in balance with the net
surface enthalpy flux because of the conservation ofmoist
static energy. In these experiments, both the domain-
averaged evaporation and rainfall are ;4.1mmday21
and vary by about 10% in its time mean over the pa-
rameter range of To in these RCE states.
Figure 10 displays the time series of both the mini-
mum sea level pressure and maximum azimuthal-mean
wind speed. During the first 10 days, the maximum
azimuthal wind speed varies between 80 and 90m s21.
The peak intensities of these TCs also scale similarly
with To, consistent with previous results. After this
first peak, the TCs weaken substantially but main-
tain coherent axisymmetric structures. It is also evi-
dent in Fig. 10 (top) that a colder tropopause not only
yields larger intensities (e.g., in the first 10 days),
but also larger temporal oscillations throughout the
first 100 days. The strengthening–weakening cycle re-
peats a few times before a statistical equilibrium is
established.
During this transition stage, the free-tropospheric
temperature warms by several kelvins (not shown) in the
TC RCE state over that in the pure RCE state, in-
dicating that the environment has been substantially
modified by the presence of TCs. After approximately
100 days (similar to the time scale to reach the non-TC
RCE), the model solution eventually settles into a sta-
tistical equilibrium. In this equilibrium the TC in-
tensities, measured in either pressure or winds, oscillate
irregularly. Similar oscillatory behavior of statistically
steady TC solutions has been noted in other axisym-
metric modeling studies (e.g., Hakim 2011).
Because of the temporal oscillations, it is not imme-
diately clear if the intensities of these TCs scale with the
tropopause temperature similarly to those in the tran-
sient solutions in the first 10 days. Here, we use two
metrics to quantify TC intensity: the time mean and the
FIG. 9. (a) Min sea level pressure and (b) max tangential wind
speed from the experiments at SST5 288C, but with horizontal grid
spacing Dx 5 8 km (blue circles). Results from Dx 5 4 km (black
circles) are also shown for reference. The 95% confidence interval
of the estimated slope in (b) is from 20.59 to 20.4.
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99th percentile of maximum wind speed. Both are
computed from the last 100 days of the integrations,
after the initial large oscillations have settled down.
The relationship between equilibrium TC intensity
and tropopause temperature is shown in Fig. 11 for these
five equilibrium experiments. Both the mean intensity
and the 99th percentile show a strong relationship to the
tropopause temperature. The standard deviation of
the mean intensity generally increases with a colder
tropopause, although the minimum occurs at To 5
200K. The coefficient obtained from linear regression is
;20.48ms21K21 for the mean intensity and
;20.67ms21K21 for the 99th percentile. This is slightly
larger than the values found in the transient TC solutions.
5. Conclusions
We have investigated the influence of the tropopause
temperature on the intensity of idealized TCs using a 3D
mesoscale model in a radiative–convective environment.
While the model has ‘‘full physics’’ in all other respects,
the radiative cooling is specified to a constant 1.2Kday21
in the troposphere, as well as a relaxation to constant
tropopause temperature in an isothermal stratosphere.
That imposed tropopause and stratospheric temperature
is used as our control parameter and varied over a range
of 20K in the 3D numerical experiments.
The potential intensity, calculated using the thermo-
dynamic profiles that are simulated in the small domain
in the radiative–convective equilibrium before the TCs
FIG. 10. Time series of the (top) max azimuthal-mean winds and (bottom) min sea level
pressure from five 200-day integrations with To 5 195, 200, 205, 210, and 215K.
FIG. 11. Max azimuthal-mean wind from the last 100 days of the
five equilibrium experiments (Fig. 10) vs To. The linear regression
coefficient betweenVmax and To is;20.48m s
21K21 for the mean
intensity (blue line) and ;20.67m s21K21 for the 99th percentile
of the max wind speed (magenta line).
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are introduced, yields an increase of 0.4–1ms21 for each
degree cooling at the tropopause. The specific value within
this range depends on choices made for several parameters
in the PI code, with the ratio of exchange coefficients being
the most important of those. The 3D integrations using the
WRF Model with horizontal grid spacing of 4km yield in-
tense tropical cycloneswithmaximumazimuthalwind speed
exceedingPI by substantial fractions; themagnitude of these
excesses are also dependent on the parameters chosen in the
PI calculation. Some of this discrepancy is explained by the
supergradientwind.On theotherhand, the intensity of these
3D TCs show a ;0.4ms21 increase per degree of temper-
ature decrease at the tropopause in the radiative–convective
equilibrium. This value is near the lower end of the PI-
estimated TC intensity dependence. Sensitivity experiments
with horizontal grid spacing of 8km produce less intense
TCs, as expected, but a similar slope (;20.5ms21K21)
with respect to the tropopause temperature.
Equilibrium TC solutions are obtained in five 200-day
experiments, over a range of tropopause temperatures
20K wide, with horizontal grid spacing of 8 km in a
3200-km-wide numerical domain. These equilibrium TC
solutions have maximum wind speeds in the range of
40–60m s21 and minimum sea level pressures in the
range of 940–970 hPa, and they exhibit significant tem-
poral viability. When the TC intensity in these solutions
is measured using either the time mean or the 99th per-
centile of maximum wind speed, both quantities show
a strong relationship with the tropopause temperature.
The linear regression coefficient is;20.48m s21K21 for
the mean intensity, and ;20.67m s21K21 for the 99th
percentile of the maximum wind speed.
Finally, we note that the dependence of these tran-
sient and steady-state 3D TC solutions on the tropo-
pause temperature differs quantitatively from that found
by Ramsay (2013, his Fig. 3), who performed idealized
axisymmetric TC experiments and showed ;1ms21 in-
crease with 1-K cooling in the tropopause temperature.
There are other differences, aside from the difference
in the dimension, that may be responsible for quantita-
tive discrepancy; for example, Ramsay (2013) used a
fixed ratio of Ck and Cd (0.5) and dissipative heating,
while Ck/Cd varies greatly in 3D simulations and the
effect of dissipative heating is too weak in our 3D TC
experiments. Although the discrepancy for the differ-
ent behavior in 2D TC experiments of Ramsay (2013) and
our 3DTC experiments study remains to be resolved, both
studies have demonstrated that tropopause temperature
has a detectable impact on the TC intensity.
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APPENDIX
Domain Size Dependence of Hurricane Intensity
The size of the outer computational domain is 6000km
in the 3D nesting experiments, and 3200km in the statis-
tical equilibrium integrations. Domain size can influence
TC intensity, as found previously in axisymmetric models
(Chavas and Emanuel 2014). We have experimented dif-
ferent domain size for the same parameters SST 5 288C
and To 5 205K. We use three different size of the outer
domain (1800, 3000, and 6000km) in the 3D experiments,
while keeping the inner domain the same. In one addi-
tional experiment, only the inner domain (1200km) is
used. Fig. A1 shows that the TC peak intensity in the 3000-
and 6000-km experiments is nearly the same (;100ms21),
except that the latter shows more temporal viability. The
maximumwind speed is reduced to 90ms21 in the 1800km
experiment, and 80ms21 in the 1200km experiment. The
timing of peak intensity is also delayed in smaller domains.
FIG A1. Time series of the max azimuthal-mean tangential wind
speed from four experiments with different domain size: 1200,
1800, 3000, and 6000 km. Note that in the 1200-km integration, no
nesting is used.
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